Ring Around the Rosie
Where: Blankets

One Way
"A-____, a-tasket..."
Clergyman
Disposed of, as a car
Divided into two
Four-wheel two-seater pleasure carriage
Glass parts of a microscope
Narrow strip of ornamental material
Odious or rotten
One can be industrial or social
One that checks or lessens
One who steals, profiteers or kills
Social strata in India
Sweet substance of a flower
Things that fall between extremes
Tornado or whirlwind
Vultur gryphus

The Other
"...a green and yellow _____"
Ambulatory assistance
BVD competitor
Chessboard: rooks::classrooms:_____
Curry's last name in Rocky Horror
Cut out with a knife
Endured; withstood
European black currant
First digit of the forelimb
Mighty hunter of myth
Related to evening prayers
Sci-fi phone booth
Suggest or imply
Three:Haiku::Fourteen:_______
Trusted counselor or guide